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Abstract
This paper highlights the impressive utility
of multi-parallel corpora for transfer learning in a one-to-many low-resource neural machine translation (NMT) setting. We report
on a systematic comparison of multistage finetuning configurations, consisting of (1) pretraining on an external large (209k–440k) parallel corpus for English and a helping target
language, (2) mixed pre-training or fine-tuning
on a mixture of the external and low-resource
(18k) target parallel corpora, and (3) pure finetuning on the target parallel corpora. Our experiments confirm that multi-parallel corpora
are extremely useful despite their scarcity and
content-wise redundancy thus exhibiting the
true power of multilingualism. Even when the
helping target language is not one of the target
languages of our concern, our multistage finetuning can give 3–9 BLEU score gains over a
simple one-to-one model.

1

Introduction

Encoder-decoder based neural machine translation
(NMT) (Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al.,
2015) allows for end-to-end training of a translation model. While NMT is known to perform well
for resource-rich language pairs, such as French–
English and German–English (Bojar et al., 2018),
it performs poorly for resource-poor pairs (Zoph
et al., 2016; Riza et al., 2016).
Translating from a resource-poor language into
English is typically easier than the other direction, because large parallel corpora between English and other languages can be used for transfer learning (Zoph et al., 2016) and many-to-one
modeling.1 Additionally, large English monolingual data can be back-translated to obtain pseudoparallel corpora for augmenting the performance
of such NMT models.
1
Note that “many-to-one” does not mean multi-source
machine translation (Zoph and Knight, 2016).

Translating from English into a resource-poor
language is substantially more difficult. Dong
et al. (2015) have shown that a one-to-many model
trained on middle-sized parallel data (200k sentence pairs) can improve the translation quality
over a one-to-one model. However, it is unclear
whether this works for much resource-poorer,
more distant, and more diverse language pairs.
Using pseudo-parallel data is a potential solution,
but for most resource-poor languages, the amount
of available clean and in-domain monolingual data
are limited. It is also unclear what the real reason
behind improvements in translation is: increase in
the training data or multilingualism.
This paper focuses on (a) improving the performance of NMT for translating English to lowresource languages (b) via exploiting multilingualism (c) through transfer learning based on multistage fine-tuning. The power of multilingualism
is verified by using multi-parallel corpora, i.e., the
same text in different languages.2 Unlike previous studies that only apply single-stage fine-tuning
for one-to-one translation (Zoph et al., 2016), we
systematically compare multistage fine-tuning that
exploits one-to-many modeling. We show that
our approach can significantly improve the quality
of translations from English to seven Asian languages (Bengali, Filipino, Indonesian, Japanese,
Khmer, Malay, and Vietnamese) in the Asian Language Treebank (ALT) corpus (Riza et al., 2016),3
as a result of soft division of labor: training of
a strong English encoder, domain adaptation, and
tuning of the decoder for each target language.
2
Adding a new language does not add any new translation knowledge. Such corpora deserve more attention, since
adding a new language to it leads to parallel corpora between
the new language and all the other languages in the corpora.
3
There exist other multi-parallel corpora, such as those
for United Nations (Ziemski et al., 2016), Europarl (Koehn,
2005), Ted Talks (Cettolo et al., 2012), ILCI (Jha, 2010), and
the Bible (Christodouloupoulos and Steedman, 2015).
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2

Related Work

En-XX

In this paper, we address (a) the importance
of multilingualism (b) via one-to-many NMT
(c) through robust fine-tuning for transfer learning. Dong et al. (2015) have worked on one-tomany NMT, whereas Firat et al. (2016) and Johnson et al. (2017) have worked on multilingual and
multi-way NMT. These studies have focused on
training a multilingual model from scratch, but we
explore transfer learning for one-to-many NMT.
Fine-tuning based transfer learning has been
studied for transferring proper parameters (Zoph
et al., 2016; Gu et al., 2018b), lexical (Zoph
et al., 2016; Nguyen and Chiang, 2017; Gu et al.,
2018a; Lakew et al., 2018), and syntactic (Gu
et al., 2018a; Murthy et al., 2018) knowledge from
a resource-rich language pair to a resource-poor
language pair. On the other hand, Chu et al.
(2017) proposed a more robust training approach
for domain adaptation, called mixed fine-tuning,
which uses a mixture of data from different domains. Imankulova et al. (2019) proposed a multistage fine-tuning method which combines finetuning techniques for domain adaptation and backtranslation (Sennrich et al., 2016). Unlike us, these
approaches do not try to combine multilingualism
with multistage fine-tuning using only parallel corpora involving a large number of languages.

3

Multistage Fine-Tuning for NMT

This paper focuses on translation from English
(En) to N different languages. In particular, we
consider exploiting two types of corpora. One
is a small-scale multi-parallel corpus, En-YY1 · · ·-YYN , consisting of English and N target languages of interest. The other is a relatively larger
helping parallel corpus, En-XX, where XX indicates the helping target language which needs not
be one of the target languages in the multi-parallel
corpus, YYk (1 ≤ k ≤ N ).
All the fine-tuning techniques that we examine
can be generalized as follows.
Pre-training (Pre): An initial NMT model is
trained on a parallel corpus for a resourcerich language pair, i.e., En-XX.
Mixed pre-training / fine-tuning (Mix):
Training of the NMT model is newly started
or continued (Chu et al., 2017) on a mixture
of parallel corpora for En-XX and one or
more low-resource En-YY pairs.

En-YY1

En-YY2

. . .

En-YYN

Pre-process

En-XX
(prep)

En-ALL
(prep)

En-YYk
(prep)

Pre-train
NMT Model

Fine-tune
NMT Model

Fine-tune
NMT Model

En-XX
Model

En-All
Model

En-YYk
Model

Pre-training
(Pre)

Mixed pre-training
or fine-tuning (Mix)

Pure fine-tuning
(Pure)

Figure 1: Our multistage fine-tuning for one-tomany NMT. Three dotted sections respectively indicate
(a) the pre-training stage, (b) the mixed pre-training
/ fine-tuning stage, and (c) the pure fine-tuning stage
The training data for (a) and (c), i.e., “En-XX (prep)”
and “En-YYk (prep),” are selectively extracted from
the pre-processed data labeled “En-ALL (prep).”

Pure fine-tuning (Pure): Training further continues using only a parallel corpus for a particular En-YY pair.
Figure 1 illustrates the training procedure with
all of the above three stages. Before starting the
training, vocabularies for source and target languages are determined. First, to indicate the target language of each sentence pair, we prepend an
artificial token, for instance “2zz” for a target language “zz,” onto source sentences (Johnson et al.,
2017). All corpora are then concatenated into a
single corpus, “En-ALL (prep),” where each of the
smaller corpora are enlarged by oversampling so
that the size of each corpus matches the largest
one. Finally, (sub-word) vocabularies are determined based on “En-ALL (prep).” For simplicity,
we keep source and target vocabularies separate,
but the target vocabulary is shared by multiple languages. Note that all the NMT models are essentially one-to-many, because they use a shared target vocabulary of XX and one or all of YYk .
Our training procedure can be viewed as a soft
division of labor in NMT training: the first stage
learns a strong English encoder by training on
a large parallel corpus,4 whereas the remaining
4
One may be interested in training an English encoder on
a gigantic monolingual corpus. We leave a comparison of
the utility of such monolingual corpora and the parallelism in
bilingual corpora for our future work.
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stages can focus more on training the decoder for
the target language(s) of interest and updating the
encoder. Whereas we pre-train an encoder for lowresource NMT, so do McCann et al. (2017) to improve several monolingual NLP tasks.

4

enizer.perl script in Moses.9 To tokenize Chinese
and Japanese sentences, we used KyotoMorph10
and JUMAN,11 respectively. For the other languages in the ALT corpus, we used the data in its
raw form, except Khmer for which segmented data
were provided by the ALT project.

Experiments
4.2

Training NMT Models

We conducted a systematic comparison of multistage fine-tuning configurations, specifically focusing on low-resource English-to-Asian language translation.

We compared a total of seven training configurations as shown in Table 1. The model #1 is the simplest baseline model trained only on the En-YY
parallel corpus. The models #2 to #4 are three conceivable combinations of fine-tuning stages that
4.1 Datasets and Pre-processing
exploit an external large parallel corpus for EnAs the test-bed, we chose the ALT multilingual
XX, showing the limit reachable without a multimulti-parallel corpus5 (Riza et al., 2016), because
parallel corpus. The models #5 to #7 follow the
it offers the same test sentences in different lansame training procedure with #2 to #4, respecguages, allowing us to determine whether multively, exploiting a small-scale but multi-parallel
tilingualism is the true reason behind improved
corpus containing all the seven target languages.
translation quality. We used seven Asian lanNote that the source side vocabulary is the same
guages6 as the target languages (i.e., YY): Bengali
across models #2 to #7 and is determined using
(Bn), Filipino (Tl), Indonesian (Id), Japanese (Ja),
the English side of the En-XX corpus and the EnKhmer (Km), Malay (Ms), and Vietnamese (Vi).
glish part of the multi-parallel corpus. On the
We randomly7 split the ALT data into 18,000,
other hand, the target side vocabulary for mod1,000, and 1,106 multi-parallel sentences for trainels #2 to #4 is different from the vocabulary for
ing, development, and testing, respectively.
models #5 to #7. This is because vocabularies for
As for the resource-rich En-XX data, we sepmodels #2 to #4 involve the target side of the Enarately used two parallel corpora with two difXX corpus and “one” non-English corpus from the
ferent target languages. One is the IWSLT 2015
multi-parallel corpus. On the other hand, the voEnglish–Chinese corpus (IWSLT En-Zh) (Cettolo
cabularies for models #5 to #7 involve the target
et al., 2015), comprising 209,491 parallel sensides of the En-XX corpus and “all” non-English
tences. We chose it to examine whether the target
corpora from the multi-parallel corpus.
language (Chinese) other than the target languages
We used the open-source implementation of
in our setting is helpful. Separately, we also exthe Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017) in
perimented with the Kyoto free translation task
the version 1.6 branch of tensor2tensor,12 and
English–Japanese corpus (KFTT En-Ja),8 consistused hyper-parameter settings13 corresponding to
ing of Japanese-to-English translations: 440,288
transformer base single gpu which uses dropout
parallel sentences. With this corpus, we could
by default. We also used the default sub-word segadditionally observe how ALT En-Ja can benefit
mentation mechanism of tensor2tensor. The “Enfrom KFTT En-Ja. Note that the ALT, IWSLT,
YY” models (#1) used a vocabulary of 8,192 (213 )
and KFTT corpora belong to the news, spoken,
sub-words due to small corpora sizes, whereas all
and Wikipedia domains, respectively.
the other models used a vocabulary of 32,768 (215 )
We tokenized English sentences using the toksub-words to account for the larger amount of parallel data in multiple languages. We trained the
5
http://www2.nict.go.jp/astrec-att/member/mutiyama/ALT/
6
models for a sufficient number of iterations till
Thai and Burmese (Myanmar) were excluded due to the
unavailability of reliable tokenized data. Although some of
the YY languages in our experiments, such as Japanese, were
relatively resource-rich, we exploited only a small parallel
corpus between them and English to highlight the importance
of multilingualism.
7
Our results might not be comparable to those obtained
using the official splits mentioned on the website.
8
http://www.phontron.com/kftt/

9

https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder
https://bitbucket.org/msmoshen/kyotomorph-beta
11
http://nlp.ist.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp/EN/index.php?JUMAN
12
https://github.com/tensorflow/tensor2tensor
13
We did not perform any hyper-parameter tuning because we wanted to focus more on simple out-of-the box approaches coupled with multilingualism.
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#

XX

N

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Zh
Zh
Zh
Zh
Zh
Zh
Ja
Ja
Ja
Ja
Ja
Ja

1
1
1
1
7
7
7
1
1
1
7
7
7

Model
capacity
1-to-1
1-to-2
1-to-2
1-to-2
1-to-8
1-to-8
1-to-8
1-to-2
1-to-2
1-to-2
1-to-8
1-to-8
1-to-8

Training configuration
Pre
Mix
Pure
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

YY test set
Bn
Tl
Id
Ja
Km
Ms
Vi
3.99
24.04 24.10 11.03 22.53 29.85 27.39
8.86∗ 27.54∗ 27.10∗ 19.07∗ 28.41∗ 32.52∗ 34.63∗
4.90∗
23.07 23.37 13.97∗ 26.13∗ 29.24 29.82∗
∗
7.99
26.61∗ 25.62∗ 18.39∗ 27.49∗ 31.63∗ 34.22∗
8.54∗ 26.88∗ 26.02∗ 18.99∗ 27.07∗ 32.39∗ 33.32∗
9.43∗ 25.86∗ 26.33∗ 19.34∗ 26.86∗ 32.39∗ 33.28∗
10.30∗+† 28.22∗+† 27.24∗† 20.08∗+† 28.66∗† 33.19∗+† 35.34∗+†
9.16∗ 28.06∗ 26.53∗ 21.55∗ 27.98∗ 33.68∗ 33.93∗
4.37
22.91 23.37 16.47∗ 23.36∗ 29.28 29.10∗
8.77∗ 26.64∗ 25.88∗ 21.61∗ 27.55∗ 32.45∗ 34.29∗
9.43∗ 27.45∗ 26.70∗ 21.79∗ 27.87∗ 32.92∗ 34.28∗
9.96∗+ 28.39∗ 27.22∗+ 21.03∗ 28.91∗+ 33.75∗ 36.00∗+
10.77∗+† 28.62∗+ 28.89∗+† 22.60∗+† 30.03∗+† 34.75∗+† 37.06∗+†

Table 1: BLEU scores for all the tested configurations. The “XX” column indicates the resource-rich external
(helping) parallel corpus if used, where “Zh” and “Ja” stand for using the IWSLT English–Chinese and the KFTT
English–Japanese corpora, respectively. The columns under “YY test set” indicate the the target languages in
our multi-parallel corpus, where bold marks the best scores for each target language with each external parallel
corpus. The “∗,” “+,” and “†” respectively mark the scores significantly (bootstrap re-sampling with p < 0.05)
better than the 1-to-1 “En-YY” model (#1), the best model without the multi-parallel corpus (#2–#4), and the
strongest baselines (#5–#6).

the BLEU score on the development set (simply
concatenated unlike training data) did not vary by
more than 0.1 BLEU over 10 checkpoints.
Instead of choosing the model with the best
development set BLEU, we averaged the last 10
checkpoints saved every after 1,000 updates, following Vaswani et al. (2017), and decoded the test
sets with a beam size of 4 and a length penalty, α,
of 0.6 consistently across all the models.
4.3

Results

Table 1 gives the BLEU scores (Papineni et al.,
2002) for all the configurations. Among the seven
configurations, irrespective of the external parallel corpus for En-XX, the three-stage fine-tuned
model (#7) achieved the highest BLEU scores for
all the seven target languages.
Results for #1 demonstrate that NMT systems
trained on 18k parallel sentences can achieve only
poor results for Bn and Ja, whereas reasonably
high BLEU scores (> 20) are achieved for the
other target languages.
Introducing a large external En-XX parallel
corpus improved the translation quality consistently and significantly for all the seven target languages,14 irrespective of the way of its use: simple pre-training (#2), mixed pre-training (#3), and
14

We suspected that the gain is partially owing to the use
of the larger vocabularies of these models. However, we only
obtained translations of degraded quality with a larger vocabulary size of #1, presumably due to the scarce parallel data
for En-YY language pair.

their combination (#4). Among these three training configurations, in most cases, the simple pretraining (#2) attained the best performance. The
BLEU gains over #1 were 2.67 (Ms) to 8.04 (Ja)
points with the IWSLT En-Zh corpus and 2.43 (Id)
to 10.52 (Ja) points with the KFTT En-Ja corpus.
Simple fine-tuning (#2 and #5) gave great improvements over the baseline. However, #5 was
worse than #2, despite being trained in the same
way, because #5 involves up to eight target languages, inevitably reducing the allowance for each
target language. In contrast, exploiting the multiparallel corpus through mixed pre-training (#6)
or mixed fine-tuning (#7) brought consistent improvements over the corresponding 1-to-2 models
(#3 and #4). Three-stage fine-tuning (#4 and #7)
was always better than two-stage fine-tuning (#3
and #6), because the pre-final model in #4 and
#7, obtained using mixed-fine tuning, was superior to and more robust than the one in #3 and #6,
obtained using naive multilingual training. These
comparisons also justifies the utility of external
large parallel corpus for En-XX. #7 was substantially better than #5 simply because the pre-final
model in #7 was also trained on multilingual data,
unlike the one in #5.
Irrespective of the external parallel corpus for
En-XX, the three-stage fine-tuned model (#7)
achieved the highest BLEU scores for all the seven
target languages, consistently outperforming the
other models, with gains over the best scores
of 0.14 (Id) to 0.87 (Bn) BLEU points with the
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IWSLT En-Zh corpus and 0.23 (Tl) to 1.67 (Id)
BLEU points with the KFTT En-Ja corpus. As
mentioned in Section 4.2, these models do not introduce any new source sentences compared to the
models #2 to #4. Therefore, we can safely conclude that the gain is due to multilingualism.

5

Discussion

In this section, we discuss the effect of the two
types of corpora, i.e., external large parallel corpora and small multi-parallel corpora.
5.1

Does the Nature of Corpora Matter?

When using only one En-YY language pair (#2 to
#4), only for the three-stage fine-tuned model (#4),
the KFTT En-Ja corpus showed slight but consistent superiority (for Tl, Id, Km, and Vi) over
the IWSLT En-Zh corpus. In contrast, when all
the target languages were exploited (#5–#7), the
KFTT En-Ja corpus consistently helped achieve
significantly better results than the IWSLT En-Zh
corpus. The reason could be three-fold: corpus
size, overlap or similarity of helping target language with the target language of interest, and
proximity of domain.
En-Ja translation using KFTT En-Ja corpus as a
helping data was better by 2.52 BLEU points than
when IWSLT En-Zh corpus was used. The difference in BLEU is significant, but it could be because the En-Ja corpus is more than twice the size
of the En-Zh corpus. Whereas it is possible that
En-Ja translation improves from the overlapping
vocabularies of Chinese and Japanese, the performance of other languages also improves despite
no vocabulary overlap. Consequently, we believe
that translation into a low-resource target language
might benefit when the language is also target side
of the helping corpus but multistage fine-tuning
does not require such overlap and instead shows
optimal performance when it leverages multilingualism during stage-wise tuning.
In the future, we will test the above hypotheses thoroughly via some controlled experiments
by using, for instance, larger scale multi-parallel
corpora (Imamura and Sumita, 2018) and varieties
of helping corpora.
5.2

How Does Multilingualism Help?

The ALT corpus is multi-parallel and merely comprises of the same sentences in multiple languages.
Although we used seven target languages, we did

not introduce new English sentences to the source
side. Table 1 shows that some languages are better
translated (En-Vi) than others (En-Bn). We speculate that the representations for En-Vi might be
better learned than those for En-Bn. When learning all language pairs jointly, the representations
of sentences with the same meaning tend to be
similar. As such, the representations for En-Bn
will be similar to those of En-Vi and hence the former might benefit from the potentially better representations of the latter, leading to improvements
in translation quality for the former. This might
be how multilingualism is responsible for the improvement in translation quality.
The results also shed light on the value of multiparallel corpora despite their resource-scarce nature. In a practical situation, a collection of existing multiple bilingual corpora may potentially improve translation quality. Nevertheless, when we
create new parallel data, multi-parallel fashion can
be a less expensive option, since adding new language leads to parallel corpora between that language and all the other languages in the corpora.

6

Conclusion

We explored the use of small multi-parallel corpora and large helping parallel corpora for one-tomany NMT, which translates English to multiple
languages. We proposed multistage fine-tuning
and confirmed that it works significantly better
than training models via fewer fine-tuning stages
despite the resource-scarce and content-redundant
nature of the multi-parallel corpora, thereby highlighting the usefulness of multilingualism behind
the improvement in translation quality.
In the future, we will explore the utility of multistage fine-tuning for many-to-one and many-tomany NMT. We will also try to explicitly determine the impact of corpora sizes, language similarity, and domain on our approach, and propose
further improvements according to our findings.
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